
 
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
47TH FLYING TRAINING WING (AETC) 

  8 Jul 22 
 

MEMORANDUM FOR  RECORD 
 
SUBJECT:  FA3099-22-Q-0018, CCTV Building 256 
 
1.  The purpose of this memorandum is respond to contractor questions regarding the above 
mentioned solicitation. 
 
2.  Questions and responses are listed below: 
 

a. Since the site visit is not until 6 July, will the date for proposals be extended beyond 
the current 15 July date? Answer: After the optional sight visit, if any contractor will 
need more time we will consider extending proposal due date. 
 

b. 3.1 Requirements: “Contractor will install up to 900 ft. or 35,926 sq. ft. of outdoor 
conduit cabling.” Please clarify where the appx 36K Sq. Ft. would apply. The 
understanding is that conduit would be point to point length connections “feet”, rather 
than any width requirements “square feet”. Answer: The 36K is the size of the entire 
building compound, but from point to point it should take 900ft. 

 
c. The solicitation indicates “outdoor cabling”, will there be any new indoor cabling 

required? Answer: No all of our cabling is conduit we don't have any drop ceilings 
even inside. 

 
d. Is the cabling required to be RG59 cable, RCA Plug and Play cable, or CAT5 cable? 

Answer: CAT 6 or Cat 5 Cable, preferably not RCA Plug & Pay cable 
 

e. If CAT5 and PoE injectors will be required, (a) will the quantity of power outlets be 
available and (b) will the bid response require the offeror to provide UPS power 
backup? Answer: We have outlet available on all sides of the building that should 
suffice. 

 
f. Does the interior required cabling already exist, if so what type? Answer: No. 
 

g. Please confirm the requirement of 36 cameras in total for this solicitation. Answer: 
Yes. 

 
h. In regard to the outdoor conduit anchors, what material makes up the exterior walls? 

Answer: Concrete/Plaster and Stucco 
 

i. Will color matching to the exterior wall and the outdoor conduit be preferred (if so, 
can color code, and/or pictures be provided)? Answer: Not necessary as walls are 
brown. 



 
j. Please confirm that there is no Wage Determination assigned to this contract. Answer: 

No wage determination is required as this is considered a commodity purchase with 
installation.  

 
k. Are Scaled Drawings available, if so please post. Answer: No, only the blue 

prints/building map provided. 
 

l. Are Ceilings Suspended? Or Hard Lid? Answer: Hard lid, we don’t have any 
suspended ceilings. 

 
m. Are there existing Cable Trays for wiring above ceilings? Answer: No 
 

n. Can Existing Wiring be utilized? Answer: No available cabling exists 
 

o. Is a “UPS” required? If so, What Time/Power Duration is required? Answer: No. 
 

p. Are “Or Equal” Equipment substitutions allowed? Answer: Yes. 
 

q. Is “Plenum Wire” acceptable? Answer: Yes. 
 

r. Is “After Hours Access” for said work, available to contractor at no add’l cost to the 
Gov’t? Answer: Hours will be from 0800-2000. 

 
s. What is the height of Exterior Cameras? (If any)? Answer: We currently don’t have 

any exterior cameras but the wall height is 9ft. 
 

t. Please provide/post other “Q &amp; A” requests. Answer: All questions and answers 
will be posted on sam.gov as they are received and answered.  

 
u. Please provide a list of equipment to be installed. Answer: Provide install. 32 interior 

and exterior capable motion cameras. Install video storage, 1 (32 Chanel) 1080p 
NVR/DVR with 6 to 8 TB of storage to last for 45-90 days of retrievable footage. Due 
to the infrastructure facility requires PVC and/or conduit for all exterior install. 

 
v. Are there pipe chases between floors? Answer: No. 
 

w. Does the BUY AMERICAN ACT apply to the CCTV cameras? Answer: Buy 
American does apply.  This is not a Commercially available off-the-shelf (COTS) item 
because it requires installation. 

 
x. When is the due date of this Subject Solicitation? Answer: The due date for offers is 

15 Jul 2022 at 11:00 am Central Standard Time. 
 

y. Can you clarify how many cameras you need for the outside & how many cameras you 
need inside the building? Answer: 28. 



 
z. Is there a requirement for an UPS (uninterrupted power supply)(battery backup)? 

Answer: No. 
 

aa. Are the cameras motion sensitive or continuous recording? Answer: Motion Sensitive. 
 

bb. Is a computer and monitor available or will it be needed? Answer: Monitor Available, 
Hard drive needed. 

 
3.  For further questions, please contact the below signed at javier.hinojosa.4@us.af.mil or 830-
298-4965. 
 
 
 
 

JAVIER B. HINOJOSA, Civ, USAF 
Contract Specialist 
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